
ON THE L2 SPACE OF A BANACH LIMIT

S. P. LLOYD

1. Introduction. Let Z be the discrete group of integers under

addition. The function algebra m of bounded two sided complex

sequences is isomorphic to the continuous complex functions C(ßZ)

on the Stone-Cech compactification ßZ of Z. We denote by rca(ßZ)

the regular bounded complex Borel measures on ßZ. A (two sided)

Banach limit is a positive unit norm shift invariant linear functional

on m. The mapping T: Z—+Z given by 7w = w-|-l, re£Z, has a con-

tinuous extension T: ßZ-*ßZ, and the Banach limits correspond 1-1

to the probability measures in rca(ßZ) which are invariant under T.

If p is such an invariant probability we denote by L„ the correspond-

ing functional on m; both p and £M will be referred to as Banach

limits.

The characters of Z are the familiar xe(w)=e"19. w£Z, for each

6E(— T. tt]- We denote by x«(£)> kEßZ, the continuous extension of

X« to ßZ, and we denote by X= {xeEC(ßZ):9E(—ir, ir]} the set of

all such extended characters.

Let pE*ca(ßZ) be a Banach limit, and let L2(ßZ, p) be the usual

L2 space for the probability measure p. Let 3TC,, be the closed linear

span of X in L2(ßZ, p). R. G. Douglas in [l] observes that if p is not

an extreme point of the set of Banach limits, then 2TRM is a proper sub-

space of L2(ßZ, p), and in [2] he examines the problem of whether

9TC„ is all of L2(ßZ, p) when p is extreme. We show here that for each

Banach limit p, 9ïl„ is a proper subspace of L2(ßZ, p). The proof is just

this: we exhibit functions fEC(ßZ) with zero Fourier coefficients

(ffxdp = 0 for all 0£(-tt, it]) but with /|/|*aju = l; that is, unit
vectors in L2(ßZ, p) orthogonal to 3TC„.

2. Spectral analysis. It is shown in [l] that, for each Banach limit

p, the characters X are an orthonormal set in L2(ßZ, p). ForfEL2(ßZ, p)

we denote by

Ce(f; p) = f fm*(Z)p(dt),       0 E (-T, A,1E L2(ßZ, p),

the Fourier coefficients of / with respect to the orthonormal basis X

of 3TC„. For fEC(ßZ) we have also

Ce(f;p) - ¿„{/(re)«-'»», re £ Z\,       OE (-*, ir],f E C(ßZ).
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For fEL2(ßZ, ß) we denote by

P(r;f, ß) - JVft + r)KQß(d&,       rEZJE L2(ßZ, ß),

the covariance of the process {/(£+r)} in I^.(ßZ, ß); by £+r we

mean T% %EßZ. For fECißZ) we have also

p(r;f, p) = £„{/(» + r)f(n), n £ 2},       r £ ¿,/ £ C(ßZ).

It is clear that p(r;f, ß), rEZ, is a positive definite function on the

group Z. Applying the Raikov theorem, we have

p(nf,ß)=J   e**dF(9;f,p),       rEZ,

where the nonnegative finite measure dF( • ;f, ß) is the spectral power

distribution of the stationary stochastic process • • •/(£ — 1), /(f),

/(¿+1), • • •  in L2 (ßZ, ß).
The extended characters x«(£). !;EßZ, have the easily verified prop-

erty x»(£+r)=e™xe(£), £EßZ,rEZ, 0£(-ir, tt]. This is to say, the

one-dimensional subspace of I^ttßZ, ß) spanned by x« is invariant

under the unitary transformation induced by the ju measure preserv-

ing transformation £—»£+1. For a given fEL2(ßZ, ß), let us fix

0£(—7T, it] and resolve / into its components along the subspace

spanned by xe an<3 the orthogonal complement in L2(ßZ, ß). Explic-

itly. f=fi+ft witn h = Ct(f; ß)xe and f2=f-Ce(f; ß)xe- It is easily
checked that every translate of/i is orthogonal to every translate of

f2, and there follows

p(r;f, tt) = p(r,fi, p) + p(r-,f2, p),     tez,

and hence,

dF(-;f,p) = dF(-;fhp) + dF(-;f2,p).

But dF(-;fi, ju) = |Ce(/; p)\*ôe(-), with 8e the unit point measure

at 0, so

dF(-;f, p) =  | Ct(f, p) \%(-) + dF(-;f2, p).

If dF(-; f, p) has no jumps then all Fourier coefficients Ce(f; ß),

ô£(—7T, ir], must be zero; we have proved

Theorem 1. Suppose f EL2(ßZ, fi) is such that the spectral distribu-

tion F(6; f, fi), — x<0^7T, is continuous. Then f is orthogonal to 9TC„

in L2(ßZ, fi).
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In Theorem 2, following, we exhibit functions /£C(ßZ) such that

p(r;f,p) =5ro = — f  e^dd,       rEZ.

For such a function we have p(0; /, p) =/|/| 2dp = 1 and ¿F(0; /, ju)

= dö/(2ir); by Theorem 1,/ is a unit vector in L2(ßZ, p) orthogonal

to 3TC„.

For 5 = 2, 3, • • -, let Q, be the set of real polynomials p(x) such

that the leading term is ctxs with a/ir irrational, and let e = U¿° C8.

Theorem 2. For each pEQ letfpEQ(ßZ) be the function determined

by fP(n)=eipM, nEZ. Then for each Banach limit p and each pEQ,

I   n=M+N-l

lim —     Z)    /p(» + r)J„(n) = Sro = p(r;fP, p),
N-**   N      n~M

uniformly in M E Z for each rEZ,

and

I   n*-M+N-l

lim—     E    fP(n)e-M =0=C,(fp;p),
AT->m   N       n~M

uniformly in M E Z for each 6 £ (—a-, t].

Proof. The proof is by induction on s. Suppose first that p(x)

= ax2+ßx-\-y with a/w irrational. Then

fP(n + r)fp(n) = exp(t'(ar2 + ,6V))exp(2îarre),

and it is straightforward that

I   n-M+AT-l

lim —     ¿2    fP(n + r)fp(n) = 5r0
N-*~   N      n-M

uniformly in M £ Z for each r £ Z.

This is to say, for each rEZ the sequence \fP(n-\-r)fp(n), nEZ) is

almost convergent to 5ro; by the Theorem of Lorentz (easily extended

to the two sided case) we have

Lß\fP(n + r)fp(n), re £ Z\ = Sr0 = p(r;f, p),       rEZ,

for every Banach limit p. It follows from Theorem 1 that for each

0£(— 7T, it] the Fourier coefficient

Ce(fp; p) = L,{fp(n)e-^, n £ Z\
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vanishes for every Banach limit ß. Applying the Lorentz theorem

again, we have

I   n-M+N-1

lim —     X)    fP(n)e~ine = 0
AT->»   N      n—M

uniformly in M £ Z for each 6 £ ( — ir, ir] ;

in particular, for each p £ <22 there holds

J   n=M+N-l

lim —     ^2     eipM = 0   uniformly in M £ Z.
N^°>   N       B=Af

Suppose the theorem has been proved for Cs_i, and let p(x)=ax'

-(-(lower order) be an element of Q„. Then p(x-\-r) — p(x) = asrxs_1

+ (lower order) is an element of C,_i when r^O, whence

J   n=M+N-l

lim —     Z)        /*(» + r)fp(n)

J   n-Af+W-l

= lim —     X)     exP (i[p(n + r) - p(n)])

= Sr0    uniformly in Af £ Z for each rEZ,

using the induction hypothesis. That is, for each ££C„ we have

p(r\ /p. M)=5ro, >"£Z, for every Banach limit ju. We argue as before

to get Ce(fP; ß)=0 for all 0£(— 7r, ir], all Banach limits ß, and all

pE&s, and the theorem follows.

Corollary. For each Banach limit p, 9EM is a proper subspace of

L2(ßZ, ß).

Weyl [3] has shown that for every pEQ, the fractional parts of the

numbers p(n)/(2-K), n — \, 2, 3, • • • , are uniformly distributed on

[O, 1). That is, for each 4>(x), — » <x< », which is continuous and

with period 2ir, there holds

1 «=if 1   /•"
lim — 2_,  <t>(p(n)) = — I      <p(x)dx.

2V-»«> N b=i 2«-*' 0

Using Theorem 2, it is easy to strengthen this to the following:

J   n=M+N-l I     f It

lim —     22     <t>(p(n)) — — I     #(x)¿x       uniformly in M £ Z
jr-> » 2V    B=j/ 2x .7 0

for each such 0. That is, the equidistribution of p(n)/(2ir) mod 1,

n£Z, is uniform in the starting position.
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Theorem 1 has an obvious extension to any locally compact

Abelian group. However, the author is not able to exhibit a function

with atomless power spectrum in the general noncompact case.
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